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Abstract We investigate the observed trends and interannual variability in surface ozone over the United
States using the Global Modeling Initiative chemical transport model. We discuss the roles of meteorology,
emissions, and transport from the stratosphere in driving the interannual variability in different regions and
seasons. We demonstrate that a hindcast simulation for 1991–2010 can reproduce much of the observed
variability and the trends in summertime ozone, with correlation coefficients for seasonally and regionally
averaged median ozone ranging from 0.46 to 0.89. Reproducing the interannual variability in winter
and spring in the western United States may require higher-resolution models to adequately represent
stratosphere-troposphere exchange. Hindcast simulations with fixed versus variable emissions show that changes
in anthropogenic emissions drive the observed negative trends inmonthlymedian ozone concentrations in the
eastern United States during summer, as well as the observed reduction in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle.
The simulation underestimates positive trends in the western United States during spring, but excluding
the first 4 years of data removes many of the statistically significant trends in this region. The reduction in the
slope of the ozone versus temperature relationship before and after major emission reductions is also well
represented by the model. Our results indicate that a global model can reproduce many of the important
features of the meteorologically induced ozone variability as well as the emission-driven trends, lending
confidence to model projections of future changes in regional surface ozone.

1. Introduction

Ozone is a pollutant with adverse impacts on human health and vegetation [e.g., Lefohn and Foley, 1993;
Lippmann, 1989] and is also an important greenhouse gas in the upper troposphere. In the United States,
the Clean Air Act establishes a standard for the 3 year average of the annual fourth highest 8 hmaximum daily
ozone [Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2006]. This standard was set at 0.08 ppm in 1997 and revised to
0.075 ppm in 2008, and a further reduction is being considered.

The maximum daily 8 h average (MDA8) surface ozone at monitoring sites in the U.S. shows a decrease of 7%
over 1991–2000 [Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2001] as well as a 9% decrease from 2001 to 2010
[Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 2011]. The NOx Budget Program led to substantial decreases in
NOx emissions beginning in 1999 [e.g., Frost et al., 2006]. The NOx State Implementation Plan (SIP) Call, which
started in 2003, led to an especially large decrease in eastern U.S. ozone between 2002 and 2004 [EPA, 2011].
Reductions in NOx emissions between 1999 and 2005 are evident in satellite observations of NO2 columns
over the eastern U.S. [Kim et al., 2006]. Satellite-based emission estimates also show decreases in eastern
U.S. NOx emissions from 2003 to 2006 and from 2006 to 2009 [Lamsal et al., 2011]. Accounting for meteoro-
logical variability, ozone during the May through September ozone season in the eastern U.S. decreased by
an average of 13% between the pre-SIP and post-SIP Call periods [Gego et al., 2007], with large decreases
downwind of the Ohio River Valley [Godowitch et al., 2008]. The decrease is present in both urban and rural
sites, with the largest decreases occurring at the high end of the distribution [Butler et al., 2011].

Summertime ozone reductions are seen in polluted locations over the past two decades despite increases in
daytime temperature [Bloomer et al., 2010]. Examining rural sites for 1990–2010, Cooper et al. [2012] found
significant negative trends throughout the eastern U.S. in summer for the 50th and 95th percentiles and
for the 95th percentile in spring.
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While peak ozone concentrations have decreased in the eastern U.S. during the ozone season, some sites also
show increases in ozone at the low end of the distribution [Lefohn et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2012] that may be
due to reduced titration by NO or to increases in baseline ozone [Lin et al., 2000; Cooper et al., 2012], which is
the ozone observed at sites without the presence of recent local pollution influence [Dentener et al., 2010].
A modeling study by Fiore et al. [2002] found increases in ozone between 1980 and 1995 at the lower half
of the distribution due to increases in Asian emissions. Observations also show increasing ozone at some
eastern sites in winter and early spring [Bloomer et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2012], especially at the low end
of the ozone distribution [Simon et al., 2015].

In contrast to the negative trends in the eastern U.S., Jaffe and Ray [2007] found positive trends in surface ozone
in all seasons at rural and remote sites in the western United States for 1987–2004. An east-west contrast in U.S.
surface ozone trends is thus present in spring and summer [Cooper et al., 2012]. Jaffe and Ray [2007] suggest
that changes either in regional emissions, biomass burning, or Asian emissions could be responsible for the
western trends. Observations in the free troposphere also show a positive trend in springtime ozone over wes-
tern North America, with measurements impacted by transport from Asia showing the largest increase [Cooper
et al., 2010]. Ozonesondes from Boulder, CO, and Edmonton, Alberta, show a decrease in free tropospheric
ozone between the late 1980s and the mid-1990s, followed by a small increase [Oltmans et al., 2013].

Numerous studies have investigated changes in baseline ozone over the United States [Vingarzan, 2004, and refer-
ence therein]. Increases in baseline ozone concentrations from the 1980s to early 2000s observed in inflow to the
U.S. West Coast [Jaffe et al., 2003] and over the North Pacific [Parrish et al., 2004] were attributed to rising emissions
of ozone precursors from Asia. Chan and Vet [2010] found mostly negative trends in baseline ozone from 1997 to
2006 for the eastern U.S. and Canadian sites but no significant trend in California. Parrish et al. [2009] report a
springtime trend for the North American west coast marine boundary layer of 0.46± 0.13 ppbv yr�1, as well
as significant trends in summer and winter. Parrish et al. [2012] find a 1%yr�1 increase in baseline ozone prior
to the year 2000 in the northern midlatitudes considering sites in North America, Europe, and Asia.

Pozzoli et al. [2011] conducted a global model simulation for 1980–2005. They found that anthropogenic
emissions and natural variability had competing effects on surface ozone over much of the U.S., but their
simulation did not reproduce the observed negative ozone trends in the eastern U.S. in summer.
Koumoutsaris and Bey [2012] found that a global model simulation for 1991–2005 could reproduce negative
trends in summertime ozone over the eastern U.S. but underestimated positive trends in the western U.S.
They suggest that the underestimation of the western trends could be due to an underestimation of Asian
emission trends or trans-Pacific transport or to changes in stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE). We
examine these potential causes of the underestimation of western trends and extend the analysis of trends
and variability to all four seasons.

Predicting future changes in surface ozone concentrations requires models to accurately represent the
response of ozone to changes in emissions and meteorology. This study quantifies the ability of a global che-
mical transport model (CTM) hindcast to represent this response for 1991–2010. We investigate the roles of
stratosphere-troposphere exchange, changes in emissions, and meteorological variability in driving the
ozone trends and year-to-year variations in different seasons and regions of the United States.

2. Methods
2.1. Observations

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)’s Clean Air Status and Trends Network (CASTNET) monitors air quality
in rural areas throughout the United States. We use CASTNET hourly ozone data from 1991 to 2010 from sites
that have data coverage for 1990–2010. We also use ozone data from the National Park Service and the
University of Albany’s Whiteface Mountain Summit site for a total of 53 stations. The stations and their loca-
tions are listed in Table S1 in the supporting information. Following Cooper et al. [2012], we use only daytime
data (11:00–16:00 local time), since the boundary layer is well mixed at this time. Focusing on daytime data
avoids model-data mismatches due to errors in model representation of the nighttime boundary layer. The
hourly data from all days within a given month are pooled together for the calculation of the mean and per-
centiles for the month. If more than half the hourly data for a given month and site is missing, that month is
excluded from the analysis of the site.
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Satellite observations of NO2 provide a valuable constraint on NOx, an important driver of ozone trends. The
Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI) [Levelt et al., 2006] on the NASA Aura satellite [Schoeberl et al., 2006]
provides tropospheric NO2 columns beginning in mid-2004. We use the OMI NO2 product [Bucsela et al.,
2013; Lamsal et al., 2014], available at http://disc.sci.gsfc.nasa.gov/Aura/data-holdings/OMI/omno2_v003.
shtml, to evaluate our simulated NO2 columns.

2.2. Model Simulations

This study uses the Global Modeling Initiative (GMI) chemical transport model (CTM) driven by meteorology
from the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) [Rienecker et al., 2011].
The MERRA fields are regridded from the original 0.667° × 0.5° resolution to the resolution of the CTM. The
GMI CTM includes tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry with 124 species and over 400 reactions
[Duncan et al., 2007; Strahan et al., 2007]. The simulations used in this study have 2° × 2.5° horizontal resolu-
tion. GMI uses the 72 vertical levels of MERRA, which extend from the surface to 0.01 hPa. We sample the
model hourly at the locations of the surface observations and use only the daytime (11:00–16:00 local time)
hours for a self-consistent comparison with the observation data set. We typically sample the model at the
surface level. However, the data set includes several sites at elevations substantially above the modeled
terrain, and in some of these cases we sample at the model level best corresponding to the altitude of the
observation. Table S1 shows the model level sampled for each site. In addition, we average the model output
between 01:00 and 02:00 P.M. local time for consistency with the timing of the Aura overpass for comparison
with OMI observations.

Our standard simulation (Std) for 1990–2010 includes monthly and interannually varying emissions of CO, NO,
and nonmethane hydrocarbons. Anthropogenic emissions are based on the Emissions Database for
Global Atmospheric Research (EDGAR) 3.2 inventory [Olivier et al., 2005], overwritten with the Criteria Air
Contaminant (CAC) inventory (https://www.ec.gc.ca) over Canada, the Big Bend Regional Aerosol and
Visibility Observational study inventory over Mexico [Kuhns et al., 2005], the European Monitoring and
Evaluation Programme (EMEP, http://www.emep.int) over Europe, and the Intercontinental Chemical
Transport Experiment-B inventory over Asia [Zhang et al., 2009]. Anthropogenic emissions over the United
States come from the EPA National Emissions Inventory 2005 inventory (http://www.epa.gov/ttnchie1/net/
2005inventory.html), with seasonality from the Visibility Improvement State and Tribal Association of the
Southeast beginning in 1999. We apply annual scaling factors from the GEOS-Chem model [van Donkelaar
et al., 2008], including factors based on the Regional Emission inventory in ASia (REAS) inventory
[Ohara et al., 2007] over Asia, to scale the anthropogenic emissions for each year for 1990–2006. The
NOx scaling factors vary geographically within the U.S. and thus account for regional differences in NOx

reductions. For 2007–2010, we apply annual-scale factors to the U.S. and European emissions on a
country-wide basis using the national emission totals from EPA (http://www.epa.gov/ttn/chief/trends/
index.html) and EMEP (http://www.ceip.at/ms/ceip_home1/ceip_home/webdab_emepdatabase/reported_e-
missiondata/), respectively. We also use the REAS inventory projections for annual scaling of the Asian
anthropogenic emissions for 2007–2009 and then repeat 2009 emissions in 2010. Anthropogenic emis-
sions from the U.S. and Europe show a decrease with time, while Asian anthropogenic emissions increase
(Figure 1). The decrease in U.S. NOx emissions is particularly strong during summer.

Figure 1. Anthropogenic emissions of (a) NO and (b) CO for each month of our study period are shown for Asia (red), USA
(green), and Europe (blue).
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Biomass burning emissions for 1997–2010 come from the Global Fire Emissions Database version 3 (GFED3)
inventory [van der Werf et al., 2010] and exhibit large year-to-year variability. We derive biomass burning
emissions for years prior to 1997 by applying regional-scale interannual variability (IAV) from Duncan et al.
[2003] to an emission climatology based on the GFED3 data averaged over 2001 to 2009.

Biogenic emissions of isoprene are calculated within GMI using the Model of Emissions of Gases and Aerosols
from Nature (MEGAN) model [Guenther et al., 1999, 2000] and are dependent on temperature, photosynthe-
tically active radiation, and climatological leaf area index. Soil emissions of NOx are also calculated online with
temperature and precipitation dependencies, based on Yienger and Levy [1995]. Consequently, isoprene and
soil NOx emissions vary from year to year. Interannually varying lightning NOx emissions are calculated online
following Allen et al. [2010]. Aircraft NOx emissions are the same each year. Methane concentrations are
specified as a lower boundary condition based on observations and include a latitude dependence. The
global mean-specified methane concentration increases by 9% between January 1991 and January 2010.

We conduct an additional simulation for 1990–2010, called EmFix, using anthropogenic and biomass burning
emissions fixed at year 2000 levels. Comparison of the EmFix simulation with the standard simulation allows
us to separate the contribution of changing emissions from other sources of variability. Although soil and
lightning NOx as well as isoprene vary year to year, the emissions in the EmFix simulation are the same as
those in the standard simulation since the meteorology is the same in both simulations. The specification
of methane concentrations is the same as in the standard simulation.

We conduct a sensitivity study for 2003–2010, called USIAV, that has the same time-dependent anthropo-
genic emissions as the standard simulation over the United States but constant emissions as in EmFix every-
where else. Comparison of USIAV with EmFix and the standard simulation allows us to isolate the impact of
changes in U.S. emissions from that of changing emissions elsewhere.

Two additional sensitivity simulations are discussed in section 3. One is a high-resolution simulation with the
same inputs as the standard simulation but runs at 1° × 1.25° resolution. The other, further described in
section 3.2.3, uses an alternate NOx emission scenario for 2006–2010 based on scaling factors from OMI.

Stratospheric ozone can make important contributions to surface ozone concentrations, particularly at
high-altitude sites in the western U.S. [Lin et al., 2012]. Koumoutsaris and Bey [2012] recommended that
future global hindcasts use models with a fully coupled stratosphere and troposphere. The GMI CTM has
a full treatment of stratospheric chemistry and realistic transport in the lowermost stratosphere [Strahan
et al., 2007, 2013]. Here we analyze the impact of stratospheric ozone on variability and trends in surface
ozone over the U.S. using a stratospheric ozone tracer, O3Strat. Several methods of defining the strato-
spheric ozone contribution are found in the literature, and the choice of definition influences the inferred
contribution [Hess and Lamarque, 2007; Zhang et al., 2014]. O3Strat in our study is set equal to the ozone
concentration above the tropopause. Below the tropopause, O3Strat has no source and undergoes loss
based on interannually varying monthly mean loss rates archived from a simulation with interactive chem-
istry. The tropopause is defined following the approach of Prather et al. [2011] using an artificial tracer, e90,
where its value is 85 ppb.

Section 3.4 compares results from the GMI CTM to results from the GEOS-5 Chemistry-Climate Model
(GEOSCCM) [Oman et al., 2011]. The GEOSCCM uses the same chemical mechanism as GMI. We use the
GEOSCCM’s Ref-C1 simulation from the Chemistry-Climate Model Intercomparison project [Eyring et al.,
2013], which is driven by observed sea surface temperatures and uses time-dependent anthropogenic and
biomass burning emissions. While these emissions differ from those of our standard simulation, the
GEOSCCM simulation also has a positive emission trend in Asia and negative trends over the United States
and Europe. This GEOSCCM simulation uses 2 × 2.5° resolution, consistent with our standard GMI hindcast.

2.3. Trend Estimation

We calculate the modeled and observed temporal trends at each site for each month for the mean, median,
5th percentile, and 95th percentile of the daytime ozone distribution. The percentile and mean values for
each month and year are calculated from all hourly daytime values (11:00–16:00 local time) for that month
and year. Observations falling within a single grid box are then averaged together. We use linear regression
to determine the trend for 1991–2010 for each month. The trend is considered statistically significant if it dif-
fers from zero by more than 2 times the standard error on the trend. We also calculate the correlation
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between the modeled and observed IAVs for each month after detrending both the model and observations.
We detrend the time series by removing the linear fit to the monthly data.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Interannual Variability
3.1.1. Model Representation of Regional Ozone Concentrations and Variability
We examine the ability of the hindcast to reproduce the concentrations and year-to-year variability seen in the
CASTNET data for each season for six regions: California, the Mountain West, Midwest, Southeast, mid-Atlantic,

Table 1. Regional Comparison of Simulations With Observations: Temporal Correlation, Bias, and Standard Deviation of
Regionally Averaged Ozone

Percentile Season

Region

New Englanda Mid-Atlanticb Southeastc Midwestd Mountain Weste Californiaf

Correlation Coefficientg: r (Std Simulation, Obs), r (EmFix Simulation, Obs)
5th Jan/Feb 0.55, 0.50 0.75, 0.67 0.75, 0.71 0.52, .39 0.47, 0.45 0.53, 0.54

Mar/Apr 0.38, 0.38 0.47, 0.48 0.46, 0.57 0.17, 0.17 0.23, 0.12 0.58, 0.55
Jul/Aug 0.45, 0.29 0.68, 0.53 0.85, 0.87 0.89, 0.82 0.73, 0.66 0.32, 0.18
Oct/Nov 0.40, 0.43 0.70, 0.63 0.62, 0.64 0.83, 0.81 0.48, 0.45 0.40, 0.37

50th Jan/Feb 0.79, 0.80 0.68, 0.69 0.74, 0.82 0.64, 0.64 0.49, 0.33 0.28, 0.16
Mar/Apr 0.36, 0.37 0.41, 0.44 0.59, 0.65 0.20, 0.22 0.58, 0.37 0.22, 0.07
Jul/Aug 0.53, .27 0.79, 0.71 0.89, 0.87 0.86, 0.75 0.77, 0.65 0.46, 0.22
Oct/Nov 0.26, 0.42 0.81, 0.76 0.77, 0.76 0.67, 0.63 0.70, 0.60 0.58, 0.53

95th Jan/Feb 0.71, 0.65 0.66, 0.72 0.90, 0.90 0.29, 0.33 0.46, 0.29 0.25, 0.20
Mar/Apr 0.20, 0.20 0.73, 0.76 0.71, 0.61 0.58, 0.64 0.76, 0.57 0.30, 0.24
Jul/Aug 0.77, 0.67 0.85, 0.72 0.86, 0.79 0.82, 0.74 0.69, 0.50 0.45, 0.14
Oct/Nov 0.76, 0.76 0.46, 0.46 0.85, 0.88 0.63, 0.38 0.48, 0.25 0.43, 0.32

Mean Bias (ppbv); Mean Percent Bias (%)h in Parentheses
5th Jan/Feb �0.13 (�1) 0.49 (4) 3.9 (24) �0.92 (�8) �4.4 (�12) 6.1 (22)

Mar/Apr 6.2 (20) 5.9 (23) 7.9 (28) 4.4 (17) �2.1 (�5) 1.8 (5)
Jul/Aug 11 (50) 16 (51) 21 (67) 9.7 (31) 4.6 (11) �6.9 (�17)
Oct/Nov 9.3 (61) 5.2 (35) 7.8 (40) 3.7 (30) 0.84 (3) 6.2 (21)

50th Jan/Feb �0.13 (0) �3.4 (�11) �3.7 (�11) �3.6 (�13) �3.5 (�8) 8.3 (8)
Mar/Apr 0.19 (0) �3.2 (�7) �2.4 (�5) �4.9 (�11) 4.3 (�8) �0.75 (�2)
Jul/Aug 13 (33) 13 (24) 12 (23) 6.3 (12) 2.9 (5) �13 (�21)
Oct/Nov 4.9 (16) �0.43 (�1) 1.2 (3) �2.3 (�8) �1.3 (�3) 1.1 (3)

95th Jan/Feb �2.1 (�5) �5.3 (�13) �6.6 (�13) �5.1 (�13) �3.8 (�7) 1.8 (4)
Mar/Apr �3.3 (�6) �9.5 (�15) �8.7 (�13) �12 (�20) �6.1 (�10) �5.2 (�10)
Jul/Aug 6.4 (10) 1.6 (2) 0.42 (1) �4.4 (�6) �1.4 (�2) �19 (�24)
Oct/Nov 2.9 (7) �3.0 (�6) �2.2 (�4) �7.4 (�14) �1.1 (�2) �5.2 (�9)

Standard Deviation (ppbv): Standard Deviation (Obs); Standard Deviation (Std Simulation)
5th Jan/Feb 3.6; 2.2 3.5; 2.1 3.8; 2.7 3.0; 2.1 2.4; 2.4 2.7; 2.2

Mar/Apr 3.0; 1.8 2.7; 2.2 3.4; 1.7 3.0; 2.2 1.8; 1.3 2.6; 2.6
Jul/Aug 1.6; 2.7 3.5; 3.2 5.3; 4.8 3.8; 3.9 3.2; 3.2 3.3; 3.3
Oct/Nov 2.0; 1.1 3.2; 2.3 3.8; 2.2 3.1; 2.5 1.8; 1.6 3.1; 2.5

50th Jan/Feb 1.8; 1.6 1.9; 1.7 1.7; 1.9 2.0; 2.5 1.8; 1.4 1.9; 1.3
Mar/Apr 2.1; 0.92 1.5; 1.5 2.1; 1.5 1.3; 1.6 1.9; 1.2 2.6; 1.2
Jul/Aug 2.4; 3.1 5.6; 3.9 6.3; 5.3 5.2; 4.0 3.3; 2.2 3.5; 3.1
Oct/Nov 1.5; .92 2.4; 1.8 4.2; 2.8 2.4; 2.4 1.8; 1.7 3.5; 1.7

95th Jan/Feb 1.9; 1.5 1.8; 1.6 2.3; 2.4 2.2; 1.7 2.1; 1.4 2.7; 1.8
Mar/Apr 3.4; 2.2 3.2; 2.4 2.8; 2.3 2.7; 2.7 2.7; 1.7 2.7; 2.0
Jul/Aug 7.0; 4.1 9.8; 5.1 8.6; 6.9 8.7; 5.1 4.0; 2.1 4.8; 4.1
Oct/Nov 3.3; 3.1 4.6; 4.1 6.1; 4.8 5.9; 4.1 1.9; 1.9 5.5; 2.4

aNew England includes the following sites: APTR-MG, SARA-ST, CACO-XX, WFMS, WST109, ASH135.
bMid-Atlantic includes VPI120, CDR119, PED108, SHN418, PAR107, LRL117, BEL116, ARE128, PSU106, MKG113, KEF112,

WSP144, CTH110.
cSoutheast includes CVL151, SND152, GAS153, ESP127, SPD111, GRSM-LR, COW137, BLRI-RO, GRSM-CM, PNF126.
dMidwest includes ALH157, BVL130, VIN140, SAL133, OXF122, DCP114, LYK123, ANA115, UVL124.
eMountain West includes Yell-Merge, PND165, CNT169, GTH161, ROMO-LP.
fCalifornia includes LAVO-ML, PINN-ES, SEKI-LK.
gDetrended correlations; the bold text indicates that the correlation is significant at the 95% level.
hMean percent bias =mean(Std simulation/obs� 1) × 100.
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and New England. The stations included in each region are shown in Figure S1 in the supporting information
and listed in Table S2 and the footnote of Table 1. We average over the region’s sites before calculating statistics
for each region. We also average together 2months for each season for the analysis of regional means. Using 2
rather than 3months per season allows us to exclude May from the spring average, as May ozone trends often
show more similarity to those in summer than spring.

We note that nearby sites typically show similar IAV, as shown by the correlation coefficients between
example sites from four regions shown for July in Figure S2. Strong correlation between nearby sites is
evident in the Midwest and Southeast, while weaker correlations are seen for some sites in New England such
as the high-altitude Mount Greylock Summit site. Sites in the Mountain West are located farther apart from
one another, but strong correlations between sites are present, as also found by Jaffe [2011].

The simulated median ozone is biased high compared to observations in summer and slightly low in winter
and spring for most regions (Figure 2 and Table 1), with the peak ozone concentration occurring later in the
year in the standard simulation than in the observations. Large high biases in mean summer ozone were also
present in the eastern U.S. in most of the models that participated in the Hemispheric Transport of Air
Pollution intercomparison [Fiore et al., 2009], and the smaller low bias in other seasons in the Mountain
West is also seen in the multimodel mean in that study. Possible causes of the low bias (a few parts per billion)
in the Mountain West include insufficient transport from Asia or the stratosphere, as well as difficulty resol-
ving flow over complex terrain. The simulation underestimates the amplitude of the observed seasonal cycle
for California, but we note that a single site, Sequoia/Kings Canyon, drives the large amplitude in the obser-
vations. Excluding this site reduces but does not eliminate the underestimate. High bias in the eastern
regions and low bias in California in summer is consistent with the biases seen in other model studies
[Emery et al., 2012; Tong and Mauzerall, 2006].

For the lowest 5th percentile ozone values, the model is biased high in most seasons and regions (Table 1). In
contrast, the model is generally biased low for the 95th percentile except in the eastern regions in summer,
indicating that it does not capture the magnitude of the most extreme events. The high bias at low percen-
tiles is consistent with previous studies using regional [Hogrefe et al., 2011] and global models [Emery et al.,
2012; Fiore et al., 2002]. The model underestimates the standard deviation of the observations for most
regions and seasons but reproduces the observed feature of greater variability in summer compared to other
seasons for most regions and percentiles (Table 1).

Figure 2. Seasonal cycle in median daytime (11:00–16:00 local time) ozone for observations (black) and the standard simu-
lation (red) averaged over 2005 to 2010 for the six regions defined in Table 1: (a) New England, (b) mid-Atlantic, (c)
Southeast, (d) Midwest, (e) Mountain West, and (f) California. Error bars represent the standard deviation across all years.
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Figure 3 shows the median ozone time series for July/August for the six regions. While the variability is similar
in both the standard and EmFix simulations, the observed decrease in ozone in the Midwest, Southeast, mid-
Atlantic, and New England beginning in the early 2000s is evident only in the standard simulation (Figure 3).
Anthropogenic NOx emissions in these regions decreased by about 30% between 2000 and 2010 in the
standard simulation, driving the decrease in ozone. Similar percent decreases in anthropogenic NOx occurred
in the Mountain West and California, but the absolute changes in those regions are smaller, and the impact
on ozone is less pronounced.

The simulations show strong correlations with the CASTNET observations (r> 0.7) in the Mountain West,
Midwest, mid-Atlantic, and Southeast but have weaker correlations for California and New England (Table 1
and Figure 3). Statistically significant correlations are present in the mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions in
almost all seasons and percentiles (Table 1). The standard and EmFix simulations show similar correlations with

Figure 3. Interannual variability in median ozone averaged for July and August for six regions: (a) New England, (b) mid-
Atlantic, (c) Southeast, (d) Midwest, (e) Mountain West, and (f) California. Median ozone values from multiple sites within
each region are averaged together to create the regional means. We compare the standard simulation (red) and EmFix
simulation (blue) to the observed values (black). The correlation coefficient (r) between the simulated and observed IAVs in
the detrended 2month averages is shown for each region for the standard (red) and EmFix (blue) simulations. The time
series are plotted without detrending.
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the data after detrending, indicating that meteorology drives most of the IAV once any long-term trend is
removed. An exception to this is New England in summer, where the observations show a strong decrease
at the end of the time series not captured by the EmFix simulation (Table 1 and Figure 3). The model grid boxes
covering some of the New England sites contain amix of land and ocean. Complex terrainmay be a factor in the
weaker model performance in California. In addition, both California and New England show substantial varia-
bility between sites, as noted above.

Both the observations and model simulations show a strong dip in summertime ozone in 2009 in several
regions (Figure 3). This feature is particularly prominent in the Midwest. July–August of 2009 was exception-
ally cool in the Midwest, and four Midwestern states plus Virginia and Pennsylvania reached record cool July
temperatures [Arndt et al., 2010]. The EmFix simulation demonstrates the impact of this anomalously cool
summer on ozone concentrations. Simulated ozone concentrations, ozone production, and soil NOx emis-
sions all decrease in this region from 2008 to 2009.

We also examine the correlation between the observed and simulated IAVs in detrended monthly median
daytime ozone at each individual site and month. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients are shown in
Figure 4 for January, April, July, and October. In January, the model shows significant correlations with the
observed IAV at some but not all eastern sites, while the correlation at most western sites is much weaker.
More statistically significant correlations are seen in the west in April, but there are weak correlations in
Illinois and the Ohio River Valley. In July and October (Figures 4c and 4d), significant strong correlations
are present at almost all eastern sites and many of the western sites. Overall, both the standard simulation
and the EmFix simulation (not shown) have strong correlations with the observed IAV for summer and
autumn months but have greater difficulty reproducing the winter and spring IAVs. This is consistent with
the findings of Pozzoli et al. [2011], who report stronger correlations at U.S. sites for summer versus winter.
We discuss drivers of ozone IAV in different seasons in the following sections.
3.1.2. Impact of Meteorology on IAV in Summer and Winter
We examine the meteorological factors that allow the model to capture the summertime IAV seen in Figures 3
and 4. Surface ozone observations show increases with temperature and decreases with relative humidity, with
temperature of greater importance in the northeastern U.S. and humidity important further south [Camalier
et al., 2007]. Temperature and mixing height are important drivers of ozone variability at urban sites in the
southwestern United States [Wise and Comrie, 2005]. Episodes of high ozone are typically associated with stag-
nant conditions, clear skies, and high-pressure systems [Hegarty et al., 2007; Logan, 1989; Seaman andMichelson,
2000]. Consequently, the link between temperature and stagnation contributes to the correlation between
temperature and ozone concentration [Jacob et al., 1993]. The frequency of midlatitude cyclones is

Figure 4. The correlation coefficient (r) of the simulated IAV with the observed interannual variability in detrendedmonthly
median daytime ozone at each site for (a) January, (b) April, (c) July, and (d) October. The larger circles indicate that the
correlations are statistically significant.
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anticorrelated with high ozone and stagnant conditions, since the cyclone passage clears out the polluted air
mass [Leibensperger et al., 2008]. The temperature dependence of peroxyacetylnitrate lifetime and isoprene
emissions may also contribute to the ozone versus temperature relationship [Sillman and Samson, 1995].

Figure 5 compares the Air Stagnation Index [Wang and Angell, 1999], surface temperature and relative humid-
ity from MERRA, and our simulated surface ozone concentrations for the month of July in 2003, 2004, and
2005. These years were selected because they show ozone differences in several different regions of the
country. The Air Stagnation Index, downloaded from ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/data/cmb/societal-
impacts/air-stagnation/data/, identifies a stagnation day when there is no precipitation, the wind speed at
500mb is less than 13m s�1, and the sea level geostrophic wind is less than 8m s�1 or 8.8m s�1 if there is
also a temperature inversion below 850mb. The wind and temperature data for the stagnation index are
from the National Centers for Environmental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research reanalysis
[Kalnay et al., 1996]. The lower ozone in the Midwest and Southwest in 2004 compared to 2003 corresponds
to lower temperatures, higher relative humidity (RH), and fewer stagnation days in that region. The elevated
ozone seen in Missouri and Iowa in 2005 compared to 2004 corresponds to more stagnation days, higher
temperatures, and lower RH in that region. Simulated soil NOx emissions are enhanced in this region in
2005 compared to 2004. Higher ozone production rates in 2005 are present throughout the northeastern

Figure 5. July differences in (a and b) Air Stagnation Index (% stagnation days), (c and d) MERRA surface temperature (K),
(e and f) MERRA relative humidity (%), and (g and h) monthly mean simulated ozone (ppbv) for (left column) 2004–2003
difference and (right column) 2005–2004 difference. The sign of the observed change in daytime ozone is indicated by
cross symbols for positive changes and triangles for negative changes.
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U.S. In contrast, lower ozone is present in the Southeast in 2005, where there is higher RH and fewer stagna-
tion days than in 2004. Ozone production rates and isoprene emissions are higher in the Southeast in 2004
than in 2003 or 2005. The spatial distribution of the observed daytime ozone differences shows general
agreement with the simulated differences in monthly mean ozone (Figures 5g and 5h).

To understand the simulated IAV in winter and spring, we focus on two regions, New England and theMidwest,
with weak springtime correlations with observed IAV. Both regions show strong temporal correlations (r=0.76
and r=0.82, respectively) between simulated July monthly mean ozone and temperature. The simulated ozone
versus temperature correlations drop to r=0.48 and r=0.42, respectively, in March, and to r=�0.49 and
r=�0.20 in January. The use of realistically varying temperature fields from MERRA helps drive realistic ozone
IAV in summer, when photochemical production is highest, but does not lead to strong correlations with
observed IAV inwinter and spring. Themagnitude of the observed variability is also smaller in spring andwinter
than in summer (Table 1), so the relative importance of model errors is potentially greater. Furthermore, mod-
eling studies show that background ozone, including that from long-range transport or stratosphere-
troposphere exchange, makes a larger contribution in spring than summer [Fiore et al., 2003, 2014].
3.1.3. Impact of Stratosphere to Troposphere Transport on IAV in Winter and Spring
A potential source of surface ozone IAV in winter and spring is stratosphere to troposphere transport (STT).
STT is expected to make the largest contributions in spring in the western U.S. [Lefohn et al., 2011; Lin
et al., 2012; Skerlak et al., 2014; Sprenger and Wernli, 2003; Zhang et al., 2014] and can contribute to summer-
time ozone as well [Langford et al., 2015; Lefohn et al., 2011]. Skerlak et al. [2014] found that deep STT of ozone
into the planetary boundary layer reaches amaximum in early spring, but enhancements are present over the
western U.S. in all seasons. Observations show elevated surface ozone concentrations related to transport
from the upper troposphere or lower stratosphere in California [Langford et al., 2012], Colorado [Langford
et al., 2009], and the Pacific Northwest [Ambrose et al., 2011]. There is also year-to-year variability in the
influence of STT on surface ozone concentrations [Lefohn et al., 2012]. Lin et al. [2015] found an increase in
stratospheric ozone reaching the surface in the western U.S. in springs following La Niña.

We use the O3Strat tracer to examine the role of STT in the IAV of surface ozone. The concentration of winter
and spring O3Strat at the surface in both the eastern and western U.S. peaks in 1999 in the model. This is con-
sistent with the chemistry-climate model study of Zeng and Pyle [2005], which found enhanced STE in a
chemistry-climate model following the 1997–1998 El Niño, as well as the Lin et al.’s [2015] study, which found
peaks in stratospheric ozone at the surface of the western U.S. in 1999, 2008, and 2011. The simulated 1999
peak is supported by observations that show that 1999 was the year with the greatest number of March and
April days with ozone above 65 ppbv at western U.S. sites between 1995 and 2009 [Jaffe, 2011].

Figure 6a shows the temporal correlation for 1991–2010 in mean O3Strat and simulated surface ozone in the
EmFix simulation for February, the month when the simulation shows the largest values of O3Strat at the sur-
face over the U.S. Similar results were found for the standard simulation (not shown). Significant correlations
are seen across much of the western U.S., with particularly high values in the Northwest. Figure 6b shows the
time series of February anomalies for the Glacier National Park site. Themean contribution of O3Strat to simu-
lated surface ozone at the surface at Glacier is 22%. O3Strat is highly correlated with the simulation’s surface
ozone at Glacier (r= 0.83), and the similar amplitude of the O3Strat and surface O3 anomalies indicates that
IAV in the stratospheric ozone reaching the surface is an important driver of the simulation’s IAV in total
ozone. Simulated and observed February mean daytime ozone have a significant correlation (r= 0.57) at
Glacier, stronger than that seen at most other western sites.

The simulation does not show strong correlations between O3Strat and surface ozone later in spring, even
though Skerlak et al. [2014], using a different reanalysis data set, show that the flux of ozone into the planetary
boundary layer over the Rocky Mountains is greatest in March through May. Lin et al. [2015] found a correla-
tion of 0.43 between their simulated O3Strat and regional median MDA8 ozone in the western U.S. for April–
May of 1990–2012. The correlations in our model in the Northwest are weaker in March than February, and in
April there are very few statistically significant correlations over the U.S. The simulation’s limited ability to
capture the stratospheric influence on surface ozone may be due in part to numerical dissipation of plumes
in the Eulerian model [Rastigejev et al., 2010] and the 2× 2.5° model resolution. Recent studies show that
higher-resolution simulations better reproduce deep intrusions of stratospheric ozone [Lin et al., 2012], and
increasing resolution impacts the calculation of policy-relevant background ozone in the western U.S.
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[Emery et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2011].
GEOSCCM simulations that use the GMI
chemistry mechanism also show that the
stratospheric contribution to surface ozone
is better reproduced in a simulation at quar-
ter degree resolution than at lower resolu-
tions (E. Nielsen, personal communication,
2014). Consequently, the limited ability of
the GMI 2 × 2.5° simulation to capture the
IAV in transport of stratospheric ozone to
the surface may contribute to the lower cor-
relations in winter and spring, particularly
for western sites.

Since processes such as STT are sensitive to
model resolution, we repeated our standard
hindcast simulation at 1 × 1.25° resolution
to determine whether this increase in model
resolution improves the simulated IAV. We
do not find any substantial improvement in
the ozone trends or IAV. However, the higher
resolution does reduce the winter and spring
biases in California. The impact of increasing
resolution is nonlinear, and it is likely that
even higher-model resolution is needed to
accurately represent smaller-scale transport
and chemistry processes. However, Zhang
et al. [2014] found that even at 0.5° × 0.666°
resolution, their model reproduced the tim-
ing but not the magnitude of stratospheric
intrusions in the U.S. Intermountain West.
Their study used assimilated meteorological
fields from GEOS-5.

3.2. Trends
3.2.1. Geographic Distribution of Trends
We quantify the ability of the simulations to reproduce the distribution of observed trends in surface ozone
for 1991–2010 and examine the drivers of the observed trends. Figure 7 shows the trends in median ozone
from observations, the standard simulation, and the EmFix simulation for 1month in each season. The nega-
tive trends in the eastern U.S. in summer are present in the standard simulation but are absent in the EmFix
simulation, confirming the role of emission reductions in reducing summertime ozone in the eastern U.S. This
effect is present throughout May–October. The standard simulation also better reproduces the increase in
ozone in the western U.S. in January than the EmFix simulation, as it does at some eastern sites, although
both simulations underestimate the observed trends. This increase in ozone occurs despite a decrease in
the regional anthropogenic NOx emissions. Observations in the western U.S. show a mixture of positive
and negative trends, with positive trends particularly prominent in spring [Cooper et al., 2012], but these
trends are generally not well captured by either model simulation (Figure 7). The standard simulation also
underestimates the magnitude of the positive trend at some western sites in summer, consistent with the
results of Koumoutsaris and Bey [2012]. The causes of the observed trends are discussed later in this section.

We investigate the earlier (1991–2000) and later (2001–2010) portions of the time series separately to identify
different trend drivers. Figure 8 shows the July trends for these two periods for the observations (gray), stan-
dard simulation (red), and EmFix simulation (blue). The earlier period (Figure 8a) shows mostly increases in
the observations west of 80°W, switching to decreases further east (and north). In contrast, the later decade
(Figure 8b) shows negative trends in the observations across most of the U.S. The shift toward negative
trends is better captured in the standard simulation, with the emissions playing a dominant role.

Figure 6. (a) Interannual correlation coefficient (r) between simulated
mean February concentrations of surface ozone from the EmFix
simulation and the O3Strat tracer at the surface. Grid boxes without a
statistically significant correlation are shaded gray. The black diamond
indicates the location of the Glacier National Park site. (b) Time series of
mean February surface ozone (black) and O3Strat (green) anomalies at
the Glacier National Park site.
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Since changes in NOx are a major driver of ozone changes, we compare the tropospheric NO2 column from
our standard simulation to observations from OMI [Bucsela et al., 2013; Lamsal et al., 2014]. Figure 9 shows
NO2 over the U.S. for 2005 and 2010, as well as the 2005–2010 differences, for OMI and the standard simula-
tion sampled at the OMI overpass time. The simulation captures many features of the observed distribution,
including the high concentrations extending east from the Ohio Valley, the lower concentrations in the
western U.S., and enhanced concentrations over Los Angeles and other West Coast cities. The simulation
overestimates NO2 over Los Angeles and San Francisco in both 2005 and 2010, possibly contributing to
the low correlation between the simulation and observations in California (Table 1), and the region of highest
emissions is centered slightly too far south in 2005 (Figure 9). The simulation reproduces both the magnitude
and distribution of the 2005 versus 2010 difference in OMI NO2 well, although it does not capture all of the
small changes seen by OMI in the western U.S. The simulation underestimates the observed decrease in NO2

over southern New England, consistent with the underestimate of the 2001–2010 ozone trends in the east-
ernmost U.S. (Figure 8b). A contributing factor to error in the simulated trends is that we apply country-wide
scaling factors to the U.S. emissions for 2007 through 2010 and thus do not account for any changes in the
geographic distribution of emissions in recent years.

One of themost pronounced features in Figures 7 and 8 is the east-west gradient in the U.S. ozone trends that
develops during the summer months. While the percent decrease in NOx emissions over our study period is
similar across the country, the absolute decrease is larger in the eastern andMidwestern U.S. than in the west,
leading to a greater reduction in NOx concentrations in the eastern and Midwestern regions (Figure 9).

Figure 7. Trends in monthly median daytime ozone for 1991–2010 in (left column) surface observations, (middle column)
standard simulation, and (right column) EmFix simulation for (a–c) January, (d–f) April, (g–i) July, and (j–l) October. The
larger circles indicate that the trend is statistically significant.
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Consequently, we next discuss the different drivers of trends in the eastern versus western U.S. We show
regional trends for the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles in Table 2 in order to quantify the changes across
the ozone distribution. We average within each region, construct the seasonal means from 2month averages,
and then calculate the regional trend.

Figure 9. Tropospheric NO2 columns from (top row) OMI and (bottom row) the standard GMI simulation for (left column)
2005, (center column) 2010, and (right column) the 2005–2010 differences. The simulated NO2 is sampled at the OMI
overpass time.

Figure 8. July trends in median daytime ozone at each site as a function of longitude for (a) 1991–2000 and (b) 2001–2010.
Observed trends are in gray, trends from the standard simulation are in red, and trends from the EmFix simulation are in
blue. The difference between the standard and EmFix simulation, representing the trend due to emission changes, is shown
with cross signs.
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Table 2. Trend in Regionally Averaged 5th, 50th, and 95th Percentile Surface Ozone (ppbv yr�1) for 1991–2010, With
Statistically Significant Trends Indicated in Bold

Region Obs/Model

Season

Jan/Feb Mar/Apr Jul/Aug Oct/Nov

a. 5th Percentile
New England Obs 3.1E-1 1.7E-1 �3.0E-2 �7.1E-2

Std 1.7E-1 1.1E-1 �2.2E-1 8.1E-3
EmFix �3.3E-2 7.9E-2 1.3E-2 �3.3E-3

Mid-Atlantic Obs 4.1E-1 2.3E-1 �2.2E-1 5.7E-2
Std 1.8E-1 1.0E-1 �3.0E-1 �1.8E-2

EmFix 6.6E-2 1.1E-1 3.6E-2 �8.6E-3
Southeast Obs 4.0E-1 2.0E-1 �2.9E-1 9.6E-2

Std 3.1E-1 5.7E-2 �4.4E-1 3.8E-2
EmFix 1.1E-1 3.0E-2 1.4E-1 �2.1E-2

Midwest Obs 3.2E-1 3.0E-1 �1.8E-1 1.9E-1
Std 2.5E-1 1.9E-1 �2.1E-1 7.8E-2

EmFix 1.1E-1 1.4E-1 3.0E-2 4.4E-2
Mountain Obs 1.2E-1 7.6E-2 1.4E-1 -4.6E-2

Std 1.8E-1 4.7E-2 �7.8E-3 6.0E-2
EmFix 6.2E-2 3.2E-2 1.2E-1 1.4E-2

California Obs 1.4E-1 2.5E-1 �5.0E-2 �5.3E-2
Std 1.4E-1 8.9E-2 3.7E-2 �5.7E-2

EmFix 3.3E-2 3.5E-2 1.3E-1 �1.1E-1

b. 50th Percentile
New England Obs 9.4E-2 1.1E-1 �2.4E-1 �1.0E-1

Std 1.2E-1 2.4E-2 �2.6E-1 �1.2E-2
EmFix �6.1E-2 6.8E-3 1.3E-1 �8.5E-3

Mid-Atlantic Obs 2.1E-1 5.5E-2 �6.3E-1 3.2E-4
Std 2.1E-1 2.6E-2 �5.1E-1 �6.1E-2

EmFix 3.4E-2 5.4E-2 1.6E-1 �2.9E-2
Southeast Obs 8.1E-2 �1.2E-2 �4.1E-1 �3.0E-2

Std 2.1E-1 3.1E-2 �7.1E-1 �4.5E-2
EmFix 2.3E-2 1.3E-1 1.2E-1 3.9E-3

Midwest Obs 1.4E-1 7.1E-2 �4.8E-1 5.4E-2
Std 3.3E-1 8.6E-2 �3.5E-1 1.6E-2

EmFix 1.1E-1 5.2E-2 1.8E-1 �3.9E-3
Mountain Obs 1.4E-1 1.3E-1 1.3E-1 �2.0E-2

Std 1.5E-1 3.9E-2 �2.4E-2 1.1E-1
EmFix �7.5E-4 8.8E-3 1.6E-1 6.3E-2

California Obs 8.5E-2 2.3E-1 �2.0E-1 �2.9E-1
Std 6.9E-2 4.9E-2 �9.7E-2 �6.6E-2

EmFix �5.8E-2 �9.9E-3 1.1E-1 �8.6E-2

c. 95th Percentile
New England Obs 5.3E-2 4.6E-3 �7.5E-1 �2.3E-1

Std 6.7E-2 �1.2E-1 �5.5E-1 �6.0E-2
EmFix �8.6E-2 6.1E-2 1.0E-1 4.8E-2

Mid-Atlantic Obs 1.0E-2 �1.1E-1 �1.2E+0 �1.5E-1
Std 9.4E-2 �1.3E-1 �6.8E-1 �1.0E-1

EmFix �5.1E-2 1.4E-1 2.7E-1 6.1E-2
Southeast Obs �1.5E-1 �8.2E-2 -6.9E-1 �1.3E-1

Std 7.8E-2 �1.1E-1 �8.2E-1 6.6E-2
EmFix 2.0E-2 2.3E-1 2.1E-1 3.8E-1

Midwest Obs �7.7E-2 �1.3E-1 �9.9E-1 �4.1E-3
Std 1.7E-1 �1.5E-2 �4.9E-1 �4.2E-2

EmFix �2.0E-2 1.5E-1 3.0E-1 9.3E-2
Mountain Obs 1.8E-1 1.8E-1 8.8E-2 �3.1E-2

Std 1.3E-1 3.0E-2 �8.3E-2 7.4E-2
EmFix �2.8E-2 8.9E-3 1.7E-1 8.1E-2

California Obs �6.4E-2 �1.7E-2 �5.0E-1 �5.5E-1
Std �7.9E-2 2.9E-2 �2.7E-1 �1.8E-1

EmFix �2.5E-2 3.2E-2 4.1E-2 �9.6E-2
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3.2.2. Trends in the Eastern and Midwestern U.S.
Significant positive trends are found in both the observations and the standard simulation at the 5th percen-
tile (Table 2a) in the eastern and Midwest regions in January–February, although the simulation underesti-
mates their magnitude. These trends are not present in the EmFix simulation, indicating that emissions are
responsible for the trends. In the later years of the time series, the USIAV simulation (not shown) lies in
between the EmFix and standard simulations, suggesting that these positive trends are due to a combination
of increasing sources outside the U.S. and reduced ozone titration due to reductions in U.S. NOx sources.
Significant negative trends are present in the July/August observations at the 50th percentile for the
Midwest, New England, and mid-Atlantic and at the 95th percentile for all regions except the Mountain
West. The standard simulation also shows significant negative trends for most of these regions.

While the simulation shows a strong east-west gradient in the 50th and 95th percentile summer trends, it
underestimates the magnitude of the negative 95th percentile trends in the eastern U.S., especially in the
Ohio Valley region (Table 2c). This is consistent with the results of Zhou et al. [2013], which found that the
Community Multiscale Air Quality model underestimated the simulated ozone decrease between 2002 and
2006 in the NOx SIP Call region in part because the model underestimated the decrease in NOx. Our standard
simulation includes a 15% decrease in anthropogenic NOx emissions from 2002 to 2006, smaller than the 20%
and 33% decreases in ground-level and point emission sources, respectively, used in the Zhou et al.’s study.
However, Figure 9 shows that the simulated decrease in NOx from 2005 to 2010 is reasonable in this region.
The negative trends in median ozone are also underestimated for the 2001–2010 period, and the standard
simulation fails to capture the decreases in the easternmost sites (primarily in New England) in this period
despite a large negative contribution from emissions (Figure 9b). This is due in part to meteorology making
a large positive contribution to the trend at these sites, as shown by the EmFix simulation (Figure 3a), offset-
ting the effect of the emissions. Either the model overestimates this meteorological effect or underestimates
the emission-induced changes in the northeastern U.S. Figure 9 suggests that the simulation places the lar-
gest NOx decrease too far south.
3.2.3. Trends in the Western U.S.
Observed trends in the western U.S. show a less coherent pattern than those in the east (Figure 7). In the wes-
tern U.S. during March–April, significant positive regional trends are present in the observations in California
at the 5th and 50th percentiles but not in the Mountain West. However, the Mountain West shows significant
positive trends in January–February in the observations and standard simulation. The standard simulation
does not reproduce the positive trend in regionally averaged ozone in summer for the Mountain West, but
we note that the observed trend is not statistically significant (Table 2). Dividing the trends by decade indi-
cates that the positive western trends during summer occur in the first decade of the simulation (Figure 8).
Although the emissions make a small negative contribution to the trend, both model simulations capture
the sign of the positive trends west of 80°W, indicating that meteorology rather than emissions drives these
trends in the early period (Figure 8a). Observations show high values for median ozone in the Southeast and
Mountain West in 2000 (Figure 3), contributing to the positive trends for 1991–2000 west of 80°W.

There are several possible causes of the observed western trends and their underestimation by the hindcast.
Skerlak et al. [2014] found that the mass flux into the planetary boundary layer from deep STT increased over
the western U.S. from 1979 to 2011. Lin et al. [2015] found fewer stratospheric intrusions in the western U.S.
for the two springs following the eruption of Mount Pinatubo in 1991, near the beginning of our study period.
Here we explore the possible impact of changes in STT on surface ozone trends by examining the O3Strat
tracer over the eastern and western U.S. for each month. We do not find any significant positive regional
trends in O3Strat at the surface in either region. However, the 75th and 95th percentiles of the O3Strat tracer
show a significant negative trend over the eastern U.S. in winter and spring, with the peak in O3Strat occur-
ring in 1999 for both the eastern and western U.S. Figure S3 shows the O3Strat time series for April over the
eastern U.S., which features a prominent peak in 1999 and a negative trend at high percentiles.

We also examine whether alternative emission time series can improve the simulated trends. Observations of
NO2 from OMI suggest that NOx emissions for 2005–2006 over Asia may be underestimated [Lamsal et al.,
2010], and the growth of Asian NOx emissions used in our standard simulation after 2006 is smaller than
the change suggested by satellite observations [Lamsal et al., 2011] and new bottom-up inventories [Zhao
et al., 2013]. Consequently, we conduct a sensitivity simulation for 2006–2010, scaling the NOx emissions from
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each grid box from the standard simulation based on scaling factors from OMI. The scaling factors are applied
over the entire world. These scaling factors were derived using the approach of Lamsal et al. [2011] and yield
NOx emissions that are 15% higher over China and 5% higher globally in 2010 than the emissions used in the
standard simulation. This simulation shows that the 1991–2010 trends in U.S. ozone are insensitive to this
increase in Asian emissions. Indeed, Figure 8 shows that the positive trends observed in the western U.S.
are primarily due to increases in the 1990s, so improved knowledge of emission trends in that decade would
be important for improving our trend simulation.

Finally, we consider how robust the western U.S trends are with respect to the choice of start date. Several of
the western sites, including Yellowstone, Lassen, and the Grand Canyon, show pronounced increases
between the 1991–1993 period and the post-1994 period. Jaffe and Ray [2007] note that the inlet height
at several western national parks, including Yellowstone and Lassen, was raised in the mid-1990s.
However, they did not find any systematic effects of the inlet height change on daytime ozone values. We
investigate the effect of an increase in the early 1990s by calculating the observed trends in median ozone
for 1995–2010. We find that excluding the first 4 years of data reduces the number of sites with significant
positive trends from 5 to 1 in January, from 6 to 1 in March, from 4 to 3 in April, and from 3 to 0 in July
and reduces the strength of the trends in most of these cases. Figure S4 shows the time series of deseasona-
lized monthly anomalies for the four sites that have statistically significant positive trends in January only
when the first 4 years are included. The anomalies are calculated by removing the multiyear average monthly
mean for each month. Evidently, the significant positive trends in the western U.S. appear to be heavily influ-
enced by the first 4 years of our study period.

3.3. Changes in the Seasonal Cycle

The large decrease in surface ozone in summer compared to other seasons alters the observed seasonal cycle
of ozone in the eastern U.S. [Bloomer et al., 2010]. The peak baseline ozone concentrations in Europe now
occur earlier in the year [Parrish et al., 2013], and ozone over much of the U.S. now shows a broad
spring/summer maximum [Cooper et al., 2012], as was the case at rural sites in the late 1970s [Logan,
1989]. In the 1990s, a summer peak was present at the more polluted rural sites in the eastern U.S. such as
Beltsville, MD, and ozone is highest in summer at these sites in the 2000s, albeit with lower values
[Bloomer et al., 2010; Cooper et al., 2014].

Here we examine whether our simulations reproduce the observed changes in the amplitude and timing of the
annual cycle. Since our simulated median ozone is biased high in most regions in summer (Table 1, Figure 2,
and Figure S5), the simulations do not reproduce the summer ozone values seen in observations. However,
the standard simulation shows a 6ppbv decrease in median ozone for the eastern U.S. in summer for
2006–2010 compared to 1991–1994 and a 0.2 ppbv increase for the western U.S. for the same periods. This is
in excellent agreement with the observed 1990–1994 versus 2006–2010 changes of �6ppbv and 1ppbv for
the eastern and western U.S., respectively, reported by Cooper et al. [2012].

Figure 10 shows the change in the observed annual cycle of median daytime surface ozone for six regions of
the U.S. shown in Figure 2 between the early (1992–1997) versus late (2005–2010) years of our study period.
The annual cycle for each region is constructed by averaging together the median ozone from the sites
within the region (Table S2). The same sites are included in both periods. The later period shows a reduction
in the amplitude of the seasonal cycle in the mid-Atlantic and Midwest and to a lesser extent in the Southeast
and California (Figure 10). This reduction is due primarily to lower summertime ozone in the later period, with
a smaller contribution from increases in winter ozone. In the mid-Atlantic and Midwest regions, this leads to a
broader spring through summer maxima in 2005–2010 rather than the pronounced summer peak seen in
1992–1997. The peak of the annual cycle in New England and the Southeast changes from May in the early
period to April in the late period. The increase in winter ozone and decrease in summer ozone in New
England is consistent with the results of Clifton et al. [2014]; for the northeastern U.S. changes in the
Mountain West regions are small, with a slight increase in ozone in some months.

Figure 11 shows that the seasonality of the change between the two periods is well represented in the stan-
dard simulation in the four regions east of the Rocky Mountains, especially the mid-Atlantic and Midwest. The
standard simulation captures the large decrease in summer, although the magnitude of the decrease is
underestimated in themid-Atlantic andMidwest and overestimated in the Southeast. We note, however, that
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the simulation also overestimates the amplitude of the seasonal cycle in the mid-Atlantic and places the peak
ozone too late in the Midwest (Figure 2 and Figure S5). The amplitude of the seasonal cycle in the Southeast is
overestimated in the early period (Figure S5). The standard simulation does not capture the large decreases in
August and October ozone seen in California, and in the Mountain West it captures some but not all of the
monthly changes.

The standard simulation captures the increases in winter and early spring, and the overall U-shape of
the observed change in the annual cycle, for the four regions east of the Rocky Mountains (Figures 11a–11d).
In contrast, the EmFix simulation does not capture this change in seasonality, instead showing an ozone
increase in summer, indicating that emissions rather than meteorology are responsible for the change in
the seasonal cycle. Similar features are evident at the 95th percentile as well (not shown). Comparison with
the USIAV simulation indicates that both reduced ozone titration due to decreasing U.S. emissions and rising
emissions outside the U.S. contribute to the winter increase in median ozone in the standard simulation for
the eastern regions. Rising emissions outside the U.S. drive the winter increase in the California and
Mountain West regions.

3.4. Changes in the Ozone-Temperature Relationship

Model studies predict that a warming climate will lead to increases in surface ozone, thus imposing a climate
change penalty on air quality [Wu et al., 2008]. Bloomer et al. [2009] used the observed slope of ozone versus
temperature for several regions of the eastern U.S. to calculate this penalty for pre-2002 and post-2002 per-
iods. They found that reductions in NOx emissions led to a reduction in the penalty factor from approximately

Figure 10. The annual cycle of observed median ozone averaged over 1992–1997 (black circles) and 2005–2010 (gray
triangles) for each region. Error bars represent the standard deviation across years for each period. Region definitions
are the same as in Figure 2.
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3.2 to approximately 2.2 ppbv O3/°C. A modeling study by Rasmussen et al. [2012] also found a decrease in the
slope of approximately 1 ppb K�1 for the same period. A study of three chemistry-climate models also found
a greater increase in ozone with temperature over the 21st century at high NOx levels for several regions of
the northern hemisphere [Doherty et al., 2013].

We examine whether our hindcast simulations reproduce the observed change in dO3/dT before and after
2002. Following the approach of Bloomer et al. [2009], we bin the daytime ozone observations for May to
September by temperature, aggregating together data from all selected sites in the region, and calculate
the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles of the ozone distribution for each 3° temperature bin. We then
calculate the slope of ozone versus temperature (dO3/dT) for each percentile. The same process is applied to
simulated ozone at the locations of the measurements.

Table 3 and Figure 12 present the observed and simulated slopes for the Great Lakes, mid-Atlantic, and
Northeast regions of the U.S. for 1992–2002. The sites included in each region are listed in Table S2, and
the region definitions for this analysis are chosen to follow the regions used by Bloomer et al. [2009]. Both
the standard and EmFix simulations show good agreement with the observed slopes for the median, albeit
with some underestimate in the mid-Atlantic. The simulations underestimate the observed slope at the 95th
percentile but overestimate it at the 5th percentile (Table 3). Figure 12 also shows the change in dO3/dT
before and after 2002 (between 1992–2002 and 2003–2010). The standard simulation captures the observed
decrease in the slope, while the EmFix simulation does not. This confirms that emission reductions rather
than circulation changes drive the decrease in dO3/dT after 2002.

Figure 11. Regionally averaged change in median ozone between the 1992–1997 period and the 2005–2010 period for
each month from observations (black), the standard simulation (red), and the EmFix simulation (blue). Region definitions
are the same as in Figure 2.
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Our results suggest that the GMI CTM can simulate
the impact of changing NOx emissions on dO3/dT
over the last 20 years, an important capability for
climate modeling studies. To see if this capability
extends to CCM studies as well, we examine
whether the GEOSCCM simulation reproduces
the observed change in dO3/dT. We bin the
GEOSCCM-simulated ozone according to its simu-
lated temperature. Schnell et al. [2014] found that
the probability distribution of MDA8 O3 differed
depending on whether they treated their CTM
simulation as a hindcast with sampling at the same
time and place as the observations or sampled the
model like a climate simulation with ozone sorted
into percentiles independent of the observed
ozone. Brown-Steiner et al. [2015] found that they
better simulated the observed ozone versus tem-
perature relationship at CASTNET sites in the post-
SIP period when they ran their model as a general
circulation model (GCM) rather than as a CTM with
meteorology constrained by MERRA.

Table 3 shows that the GEOSCCM simulation
underestimates dO3/dT for 1992–2002 compared
to both observations and the standard CTM
simulation, especially in the mid-Atlantic. However,
the change in slope between the two periods is

Figure 12. (a) The slope of median ozone with temperature
(dO3/dT) for 1992–2002 and (b) the change in slope from
1992–2002 to 2003–2010 for observations (black), the standard
simulation (red), the EmFix simulation (blue), and the GEOSCCM
simulation (green).

Table 3. Observed and Simulated Slopes of May–September Daytime Ozone Versus Temperature (dO3/dT) for the 5th,
25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th Percentile Ozone for Three Regions for the Period From 1992 to 2002 and the Change in
Slope Between 1992–2002 and 2003–2010

1992–2002 Slopea Slope Change From 1992–2002 to 2003–2010a

% Region Obs Std EmFix CCM Obs Std EmFix CCM

5th Great Lakesb 1.85 2.13 2.19 1.62 �0.52 �0.69 �0.13 �0.60
Mid-Atlanticc 2.28 2.45 2.36 0.96 �0.52 �1.10 �0.46 �0.90
Northeastd 1.79 2.78 2.88 2.72 �0.11 �0.28 0.20 �0.48

25th Great Lakes 2.09 2.09 2.12 1.39 �0.63 �0.71 �0.03 �0.14
Mid-Atlantic 2.42 2.15 2.06 0.94 �0.75 �0.90 �0.18 �0.84
Northeast 2.35 2.94 3.02 2.62 �0.37 �0.37 0.20 �0.56

50th Great Lakes 2.27 2.16 2.17 1.67 �0.62 �0.71 0.01 �0.21
Mid-Atlantic 2.56 2.03 1.98 0.95 �0.88 �0.77 �0.14 �0.82
Northeast 2.70 2.88 2.88 2.36 �0.57 �0.44 0.25 �0.43

75th Great Lakes 2.61 2.28 2.31 1.87 �0.80 �0.73 �0.10 �0.28
Mid-Atlantic 3.03 2.02 1.98 1.03 �1.12 �0.70 0.005 �0.72
Northeast 2.87 2.83 2.75 2.20 �0.75 �0.45 0.18 �0.41

95th Great Lakes 2.86 2.20 2.24 1.94 �0.73 �0.69 �0.18 �0.27
Mid-Atlantic 3.99 2.08 2.02 1.53 �1.55 �0.40 0.51 �1.22
Northeast 3.24 2.78 2.73 2.21 �1.23 �0.62 0.14 �0.41

aSlopes are in units of ppbv/degree C.
bThe Great Lakes region includes the following sites: ALH157, PRK134, BVL130, SAL133, VIN140, OXF122, DCP114,

LYK123, ANA115, UVL124.
cThe mid-Atlantic includes the following sites: ESP127, SPD111, COW137, BLRI-RO, CDR119, PED108, PAR107, BEL116,

WSP144.
dThe Northeast region includes the following sites: LRL117, MKG113, ARE128, CTH110, WST109, ASH135.
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reasonable for the mid-Atlantic and Northeast (Figure 12). Based on a comparison with a MERRA-driven CTM
simulation using the same emissions as the GEOSCCM, we conclude that the large differences in the mid-
Atlantic in Figure 12a and the Great Lakes (Figure 12b) are due primarily to the MERRA versus free-running
GCM difference, although the different emissions between the CCM simulation and our standard simulation
also contribute. The lower values of dO3/dT for the CCM than the CTM is consistent with the findings of
Brown-Steiner et al. [2015]. While the ability of the GMI CTM and GEOSCCM to capture the reduction in dO3/dT
post-2002 is encouraging, we note that the relationship between ozone and temperature may change in a
future climate due to factors such as changes in the position of the jet stream [Barnes and Fiore, 2013] and
potentially different correlations between temperature and other aspects of meteorology in a changed climate.

4. Conclusions

We analyzed the observed IAV and trends in surface ozone over the United States for each season of 1991–2010
using the GMI CTM. The model IAV shows strong correlations with the observations for most sites in summer,
but has weaker correlations in winter and spring, especially in the western U.S. The correlation between our
standard simulation and the observed time series for regionally averaged July–August ozone is statistically
significant in all regions, with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.46 to 0.89. IAV in summer ozone is related
to meteorological variability in temperature, humidity, and stagnation, and these relationships are well
captured by the CTMdriven byMERRAmeteorology. In contrast, IAV inwinter ozone does not correlate strongly
with temperature, so the use of realistic temperatures from MERRA does not lead to strong correlations
between simulated and observed IAVs in winter. Variability in the contribution of stratospheric ozone to surface
ozone appears to be a factor in the surface ozone IAV at some western sites in winter and spring.

Our standard hindcast simulation, driven by interannually varying fossil fuel and biomass burning emissions,
reproduces the observed decrease in summertime ozone in the eastern U.S. and thus the reduction in the
amplitude of the seasonal cycle. These features are not present in the hindcast driven by fixed emissions, con-
firming the role of precursor emission reductions in driving the summertime ozone reductions.

The standard simulation captures some of the observed positive trends in the western U.S. in winter but
underestimates those trends in spring and summer. The underestimation of the summer trends is consistent
with a previous hindcast study by Koumoutsaris and Bey [2012], who suggested that future hindcasts employ
higher resolution, a coupled stratosphere, and improved regional emissions. We find that even with a
coupled stratosphere and 1° × 1.25° resolution, our hindcast cannot reproduce the magnitude of the western
trends or the IAV at some western sites. While observations from OMI provide a space-based constraint on
recent NOx emissions, including OMI-based emissions did not resolve the discrepancy in the western trends.
Instead, large ozone increases at the western sites in the early 1990s, seen in the observations but not the
hindcast simulation, drive much of the statistical significance of these observed positive trends. Better under-
standing these early years is critical for reconciling hindcast simulations with observed trends in the western
United States.

The hindcast reproduces well the change in dO3/dT between the early years of the study period and the years
after the NOx SIP Call. The ability to simulate this shift and reproduce the east-west gradient in the trends,
along with the significant correlations with the observed interannual variability at many sites, demonstrates
the ability of a global model hindcast with MERRA meteorology to capture much of the regional ozone
response to changes in emissions andmeteorology. This capability is important for both hindcast simulations
and model projections of future ozone concentrations.
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